
A-2 Class / Workshop
Wednesdays starting 27 May 2015

For current A-1 dancers, for current A-2 dancers who are looking for additional 
workshopping on the A-2 calls, and for anyone who has danced A-2 in the past  
but would like some practice to refresh their memory.

PREREQUISITES

This class assumes knowledge of the A-1 list*. Dancers who have not previously danced A-2 should 
plan to attend regularly to build their vocabulary – as the summer progresses, knowledge of calls 
covered earlier will be assumed. Dancers who already know all the A-2 calls may attend as often as 
they like for practice  / workshopping.  

In addition, dancers should of course also be able to execute all the calls from the Basic, Mainstream, 
and Plus lists, and have at least some experience with APD/DBD.

Keep in mind that being successful at Advanced also involves considerable use of certain skills that 
are less critical at Plus and below, such as being aware of your position in a formation (center vs. end, 
leader vs. trailer), knowing left from right, keeping your formations neatly oriented and lined up, and 
dancing calls confidently without depending on or waiting for 
others to complete the call first.

*If you aren't sure whether you know/remember the A-1 calls, please review 
the pages at: http://www.dehnbase.org/sd/tutorial/tour-a1.php  That 
should give you a pretty good sense of where you stand.

Belle Swingers is open to singles, couples, and families – 
you do not need to come with a partner.

We dance at Las Palmas Park, in Sunnyvale, near the 
intersection of El Camino Real and Hollenbeck Avenue. 
For more detailed directions visit our web site.
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